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PRODUCT CATALOG

CRATE – The name says it all and so much more: 
CRATE follows in the footsteps of the legendary BEER 
BOX. While a beer crate was the source of inspiration 
for its little sister, CRATE resembles a wine case or 
a fruit box. We traded the commonly used wood for 
highquality Corten steel. Thus a multi-functional 
product was born which serves many purposes: 
firewood storage, wine case, beer crate, fruit box, but 
also fire basket, stool and barbecue.

How about a spontaneous trip to the lake? CRATE is 
your perfect companion! Take along your firewood 
for an atmospheric campfire or a small barbecue as 
well as your drinks in this sturdy box.

CRATE BOARD – As an accessory, a supporting board 
made of bamboo wood is available, turning CRATE in 
one simple step into a stool or side table.

CRATE GRID – Simply place the cooking grid made of 
chromed steel onto CRATE and sausages, steaks and 
corncobs will find sufficient space.

40 × 30 × 27 cm, 6,6 kg | gross 42 × 42 × 30 cm, 8,8 kg  
Art-No 120101, EAN 4260447330863

39 × 29 × 1,5 cm, 1 kg | gross 39 × 29 × 1,5 cm, 1 kg 
Art-No 120201, EAN 4260447330870

38 × 29 × 1 cm, 0,9 kg | gross 38 × 29 × 1 cm, 0,9 kg 
Art-No 120301, EAN 4260447330887

 · fire basket, grill and stool in one
 · also useable for beverages, as wine case, beer 
crate, wood storage, fruit box etc.

 · corten steel developing a unique, living patina
 · long-lasting stainless steel riveting
 · optional accessories: cooking grid, supporting 
board

 · stackable on / in combination with other crates

 · turns the fire basket into a stool or side table
 · massive bamboo wood, 15 mm thick, uv-resistant, 
varnished

 · can be used as serving tray

 · grid with 5 mm bars
 · chromed steel
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